What's On @ Archifest
2022!
Date: 7 September 2022 Circular No: 2022/063/MS/RW

Dearest friends, ArchiFest 2022 is back! Run from 9 - 30 Sep, the theme of
this year's festival is "The Order Of Love", and we invite fellow architects as
well as anyone else interested in the built environment to contemplate what
is needed for a loving and more hospitable future!

What's on @ Archifest this coming week!

ArchiWORKSHOP #1 - ArchiQueenstown School Design Workshop
With one of the highest proportions of elderly aged 65 and above, Queenstown
earned its reputation as an "elderly town". Therefore, we wish to tease out
conversations and actions to deepen our understanding of love in this aging
town.
The ArchiQueenstown School Design Workshop will integrate architectural
education into the 3-day programme, cultivating the innate curiosity and love
for the students towards their environment and care for others. It will be an
architectural design workshop on how to make your neighbourhood lovable,
getting students to generate lovable ideas on how their schools can be more
connected with their surrounding environment and communities.
View the workshop exhibition by the students in the URA Centre atrium after
8 September!
Date & Time: 9 September onwards
Location: URA Centre

ArchiFORUM #1 - 7 Pavilions, 7 Aspects of Loving Environments

This forum is a priced and ticketed event with limited seats. Light snacks will be
provided after the forum. Please register early to enjoy the (super duper) early
bird price! Check the peatix for CPD points update.
We invite 7 teams of architects, designers and builders to inquire into 7
aspects of “The Order of Love”. We ask: How can designers and the arc of
collaborators move towards a safe Anthropocene? That as we build, we seek a
way to create a more loving and hospitable future characterised by mutual
understanding, compassion, joy, acceptance, and a sense of belonging. Join
us in this forum to discover how these 7 pavilions showcased 7 aspects of
loving environments. Let’s come together to understand how each design team
came up with their design ideas and aspirations for their pavilions!

Date & Time: 10 September 2022, 9:00am - 11:30am
Location: URA Centre | Function Hall
[2 CPD points]
Register your attendance Here!
*Only attendees who registered with BOA number by email to the above will be
eligible for CPD point.

Circular Futures: Towards a more Resource-Efficient Architecture
Circular Futures: Towards a more Resource-Efficient Architecture. Prof. Carlos
Banon from SUTD shares the concept behind the design of one of the Archifest
pavilions. Pavilion 1 is themed “Connection”. Founded by Carlos Bannon and
Raspall Felix, their research projects span Geometric Exploration for Space
Making (GESM), 3D Printing applied to actual building components, Artificial
Intelligence applied to high-rise developments, and Affordable Housing prototypes.
Date & Time: 14 September 2022, 6:30pm - 9:00pm
Location: 5 Straits View. Marina One The Heart (West Tower) #01-16/17
Singapore 018935

Register your attendance Here!

Queenstown Kaki x Achifest
Queenstown Kakis in collaboration with Archifest 2022! Calling all Designers:
Come reimagine gathering. Shape a blueprint for a more lovable neighbourhood.
Come join the Queenstown (QT) Kakis as they experiment with creating playful,
welcoming spaces & activities that make for loveable gatherings in
neighbourhoods. Ignite playful new ways of the kampung spirit!
Date & Time: 10, 17 & 24 September 2022, 9:30am - 12:00pm
Venue: The lawn @ Blk 46 opposite QT polyclinic
Register your attendance Here!

Click Here! for more info

ArchiCarnival
The URA Centre serves as the heart of Archifest 2022, housing various activities
such as workshops, forums and other fringe events. In addition to these events,

mini-carnivals will take place over the weekends as well as during the period of
Archifest. As opposed to an emphasis on the product, the Carnival serves to
highlight the process of creation and play as fundamental elements. Through the
curation of a series of workshops happening throughout the carnival, attendees
will be able to have a hands-on experience of the various crafts occurring within
the space, turning the URA Centre into a hub of activity and fun for people of all
ages
1) Moss Art Workshop
2) Urban Sketching @ Telok Ayer
3) Handbuilding Pottery Workshop for Beginners
4) The Wild Edges
5) Paintography
6) Intro to Urban Sketching
7) Re/Deconstructing Dark Cities
8) Love of Sketching Heritage Shophouses in Ink
9) Crafting Workshop & Sweet Atelier
Date & Time: 14 September 2022
Register your attendance Here!

Visit archifest.sg for more events and info!

